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The paper deals with the synthesis oj controJ for impgcliess bipedal walking. In 
order 10 avoid impIJCls. both the specified molion oj rhe biped and ils ground 
reoc/ions are controlled, yielding Q combined molion and force control problem. A 
method for modeling and soJuing such problems is proposed. and then illustrated 
by the example of on impaclit!SS planar wafk of Q stfJltn·link bipedal robol. Some 
numerical results 0/ the motion simulation are reported. 
1 Introduction 
RKemly a number of research projetu have betn devoted 
10 simulation and realization of legged locomOlion. see e.g., 
Todd (1985). Raiben (1986). and Vukobralovic et al. (1990) 
ror Q review. Usually it is dislinguished between "static" and 
"dynamic" machines. The former maintain static equilibrium 
throughout their motion, they arc usually represented by quad-
rupedaUhcxapedal robots, and their sp«d must be low to 
assure stability. "Dynamic" machines may have fewer legs, 
are potentially fastcr. and attempt to eXe(;Ute dynamically sta-
ble mOl ions. Bipedal robots belong to the "dynamic" ma-
chines. 
The control principles used for generating legged locomotion 
are of broad variety in the literature. At one end of the spectrum 
there are passive walking mechanisms, as shown by Mochon 
and McMahon (1980) and McGeer (1990). The beauty of these 
mechanisms lies in their simplicity. in their claimed efficiency 
and in their consistency with the 8aits of humans and legged 
animals. see Alexander (1984). It was shown that 8ravity and 
inertia alone may generate the locomotion pattem. and, by 
adding a small input of active energy, a steady walking can be 
produced. Raiben (1986) and Thompson and Raibcn (1989) 
have developed similar concepts for passive hopping and run· 
ning machines. also without large energy expenditure and re-
quiring only simplified control. On the contrary. most of the 
bipedal robots are actively controlled. Often the walk is gen· 
erated by linear feedback control, designed either to close the 
gap between the start and end positions of each step (Mita et 
al.. 1984; Raibcrt. 1996) or to track fully specified link tra· 
jectories (Furusho a.nd Masubuchi. 1986; Furusho and Sano, 
1990; Takanishi et aI., 1990). The bipeds of Miura and Shi-
moyama (1984). however. generate their gaits by feedforward 
control, and small feedback corrections are then added to 
maintain the walking cycle. Despite the predominant role of 
active control in producing the gaits of the bipeds. often not 
all of their degrees of freedom are managed by the control. 
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For many bipeds the rotation about the fOOl joint is a kind of 
partly unpowered "inverted pendulum" motion. Then, the 
bipeds are panly passive walking machines. Moreover. though 
plane motions are usually the chosen locomotion targets, many 
bipeds balance actively to pick up the feet as known from the 
human walking on stilts. Again. the stilt bipeds walk in a partly 
passive manner (Miura and Shimoyama. 1984; Raibert. 1986; 
Furusho and Sano. 1990). 
In dynamic walking. each time a leg hits the ground. impacts 
on the system may occur . Large forces may also accompany 
thc end of the double-support phase. due to the pushing off 
with the trailing leg, Moreover, impacts are observed in systems 
that balance during walking. and in running and hopping ma-
chines. Finally. a wide range o f locomotion patterns of humans 
and animals are also featured by impacts of some kind (Alex-
ander. 1984). Thus. impacts playa role in both machine and 
natural walking. On the other hand. the engineering and nat-
ural bipeds and quadrupeds differ essentially. The living crea-
tures have partially elastic bodies, SUperior mobility and agility. 
and perf~tJ)' developed systems for sensing and controlling 
their movements. Damping abilities and dexterose balancing 
with the whole body allow them to produce comparatively 
smooth locomotions. Machines lack many of these features. 
Moreover, the legged robots should nOI only walk but addi· 
tionally perform some engineering tasks. Impacts due to the 
collisions of legs with the ground may destabilize the walking 
cycle of bipeds and deteriorate the functional capabilities of 
legged vehicles, and shou ld thus be avoided (Daberkow et aI., 
1992). One of the possibilities for minimizing these phenomena 
is to design a control scheme for walking without impacts . 
This paper is a contribution to such an approach . 
The reponed method for COntrol synthesis is based on robot 
dynamics and the conditiOn of impactless walk . The latter is 
specified by a motion assuring, throughout the whole walking 
cycle, Ihat the feet are placed on the ground with zero velocity . 
Moreover. the support is shifted gradually from the trailing 
to the leading leg. The number of control inputs is time·in· 
variant. specified by the number of motion and force require-
ments , Thus the control problem considered turns out as os 
mixed mOl ion and force control problem. 
The proposed approach is very far from the passive walking; 
all degrees of freedom of the robot are definitely controlled . 
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While the passive walking covers a wide range of natural walk-
ing patterns of humans and animals, the impactless walking 
may refer to a "careful walk of a human who carries a full 
cup of hot tea." The approach presented allows the sYOIhesis 
of the nominal control for impact less walking by means of 
continuous time-histories of reference motion. The resulting 
control torques/forces serve for the feed forward COnlrol of 
the robol. In addition, feedback corrections arc introduced to 
assure asymptotic stability. The paper illustrates the impaclless 
planar walk of a seven-link biped as shown in Figs. I and 2. 
However, the approach is general and it may be adopted for 
other morc sophisticated cases of walking as well as for mul-
tilcgged rcbalS. 
2 Biped Dynamics and Constraints on the System 
As shown by Vukobratovic et al. (1990). the dynamic equa· 
tions of a biped are derived usually for the single-support (55) 
phase. and the biped is m~ated as an open.loop multibody 
system with tree structu re. Then. in the double-support (OS) 
phase. conSlraints due to contacting the ground with the other 
leg are additionally imposed on the system. In this paper. first 
a "flying" biped is introduced. Such a biped has tree topology 
and the n dynamic equations of motion (Schiehlen. 1991 ) read 
'" 
M(y)j= h(Y.Y) + ST". (I) 
where y = (y., . ..• y .. IT is the n-position vector; M is the n x 
n symmetric positive-definite mass matrix; the n-veetor h rep-
resents the applied and centrifugaJ forces; T = (T ., .•.• TilT are 
the cOnl rol torques/ forces; His the k x n control input matrix; 
k .. n - m is the number of degrees of freedom (OOF) in 
the S5 phase; and m is the number of contraints due to can· 
tacting the ground with one leg. 
During walking. the biped is constrained by contact with 
the ground. and the number of ground constraints ("material 
constraints") varies in turns from m (SS phase) to 2m (OS 
phase), with corresponding variations in the biped's DOF from 
k ., n - m to I "" n - 2m. In order to model a demanded 
walking pattern, k or I motion specifications ("motion pro-
gram constraints") have to be set, respectively. In the 55 phase 
the number of control actuators and motion program con-
straints are the same. In the OS phase. however, m control 
actuators arc redundanl. Thus, in the OS phase. m require-
ments ("force program constraints") can be imposed addi-
tionally on the ground reactions of the system. For the case 
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at hand. the m reactions on the trailing leg are supposed to 
change smoothly from the vaJues encountered at the beginning 
of OS phase to zero at the end of this phase, so that the leg 
will lift orr the ground without an impact. The impactless 
walking will require to model the motion specifications ap· 
propriately, 100. The motion program constraints must ensure 
the link time-trajectories of class e l • and assure that the feet 
will touch the ground with zero velocity. The motion and force 
program constraints constitute a program of motion, and the 
objective of this paper is to determine a control strategy en-
suring the realization of that program. As seen, the control 
problem considered is a kind of a mixed motion and force 
control problem (Raiben and Craig, 1981). 
Summarizing, the follo ..... ing three groups of constraints spec· 
ifying a demanded walking pattern have been found: 
(a) J = n - 2m program constraints specifying the motion 
of the upper part of the "body" (hip. trunk, ... ). 
(b) Alternatively: 
I) (55 phase) m program constraints on the motion 
of the lifted leg (ankle trajectory, foot configu-
ration). 
2) (OS phase) m materiaJ constraints on the trailing 
leg due to its placement on the ground. Reactions 
of these constraints are controlled (appropriate 
force program constraints are added). 
The leg subject to these conmaints will be called 
"managed leg." 
(e) m material constraints on the supporting leg (SS phase) 
or on the leading leg (OS phase). Reactions of these 
constraints are nOI controlled. The corresponding leg 
will be called "standing leg." 
At the end of 5S phase the constraints (bI) on the managed 
leg, which is just placing on the ground, turn into conmaints 
(e), the leg becomes the standing leg, and the OS phase begins. 
Simultaneously, the constraints (e) on the previous standing 
leg turn into constraints (b2), the leg becomes the managed 
leg and the encountered ground reactions on it will vanish by 
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control at the end of OS phase. At the instant of transition 
from OS to SS phase there is no change in standing/ managed 
leg. and the constraints (b2) on the managed leg turn only into 
constraints (bl) . An individual approach is usually needed (0 
model the first step. when the biped starts from the state of 
rest and achieves the state of steady walking (Stt Fig. 2); and 
(he same concerns the modelling of the last step to stop the 
biped. These asp«:ls will be considered in Section 4 . 
The constraints (a) - (c) are assumed to be holonomic. i.e .• 
e(y.1) = 0. (2) 
where 0 = lo! 0: O!)T are at least twice differentiable func-
tions: 0 •• o,b" and o,r are vectors of dimensions I. m. and m, 
respectivel)', representing the equations of constraints (0) - (e): 
and 1 is the lime . Equation (2) is assumed to be independent, 
rank((~o/a.y) ,. n . Then . the governing equations of the con-
strained motion of the biped can be written in the following 
form: 
Mj=h + ST.,. C!"-t.+ C!)y. 
C~Y+c,o=O. 
(3) 
(4) 
where Ab '" lAb!; .... AbMJ T are the specified reactions of con· 
straints (b2); C r "-.- represents the total of reaction forces of 
constraints (c) ; C,(y.1) '" ao,,Iay for; - bar e; and enJ.Y, 
y. t) = (ao.lay)'y + (ao,, +t)'. 
By introducing an orthogonal complement matrix D. (y, t) 
to the matrix Cr in the n-space of biped's configuration de· 
termined by the n-position vector y, the n dynamic equations 
(3) can be reduced to k canonical equations, 
DrMy"'D~h+8rr+Cr)"b) ' (S) 
The k x n full -rank matrix Dr is related to the matrix Cr such 
thai DeC! '" 0 (Kamman and Huston. 1984). which means a 
matrix formulation of the principle of virtual work . 
The governing equations of the biped's constrained motion 
consist now of Eqs. (5) and (4), and the reactions of constraints 
(e) are available from the reaction equation (Schiehlen. 1991: 
Blajer. 1991) as 
~Cy.y,t) - - (C;M ' ICc ) ' lleco+CM l(h+8 T1+Cr"-t.)) . 
(6) 
The reactions of constraints (b2) in Eqs. (5) and (6). AO' vanish 
in the SS phase. and take in the OS phase the specified values 
according to the force program constraints. The latter are 
assumed as 
(7) 
where the subscript "n" refers to specified or nominal values, 
respectively. The functions ),,/M(I) must be continuous and sat -
isfy the menlioned boundary conditions. 
The benefit of dealing with Eqs. (5) and (4) is that they 
govern both the gait phases, irrespective of which leg is the 
standing one. Atthe instant of standing/managed leg transition 
(at the end of each SS phast), Ceo D~. and Co have only to be 
rearranged by appropriate column pivoting . This problem is 
illustrated in more detail in Section 4 . 
3 Conlrol Synthesis 
The constraints (2) prescribe implicitly the biped's position 
in space. Thus. the nominal trajectories y,,(!) can be precom-
puted as solutions to these equations. Then. by differentiation 
one can find the nominal time-histories y,,( 1) and y,,(I). For 
the numerical calculations, the differentiated forms of the con· 
straint equations are helpful, 
,j,=Cy+aq,/al~O, 
~2Cj+CO "'O, (8) 
where C(y. t) .. a¢/ ay. and co(y, y, I) .. (a¢/ ay),y + (a¢, 
at)' . 
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Using the nominal motion and forces. the time-history of 
the nominal control of the biped for the impactless walk can 
be synthesized according to the inverse dynamic technique as 
T,,(t) "" (15,b T) -115, (Afj,,(t) - h - Cr4.(t», (9) 
where the superscript .. - .. denotes that y.(t) and y,,(1) are 
substi[Uted for y and y in the terms indicated. Note that the 
nominal values of ground reactions on the standing leg at the 
end of SS phase are needed to formulate 4.(1). They are 
available from Eq . (6) after substitution of y,,(t) and y,,(/) for 
.it andy. In fact, the nominal values of reactions of consnaints 
(e) can be obtained throughout the motion, 
The nominal time-histories 1,,(1) for control of impactless 
walking can be precomputed and stored. On this basis a feed-
forward control scheme is designed . Obviously, a feedback 
controller is needed in addition to maintain the nominal mo-
tion . Such a controller is proposed in the following, assumed 
that the measured values of y, y, and Ab' are available. 
In the SS phase the motion is preprogrammed by constraints 
(0) and (b I). and in the OS phase the nominal motion is due 
to constraints (a) only . Violations of these constraints will be 
reduced by a motion feedback control. By analogy to the 
constrain! stabilization method (Baumgarte, 1972; Oster-
meyer . 1990), y can be expressed as 
,Y '" -c l(eu+K,¢o+Xpo,o), (10) 
where: C and Co are as defined in Eq . (8); 0 ° :: Io,! 0,:1 oTf 
oJ Q ° '" IQ! OT Or)' represents the motion program conslraints 
in the SS or DS phase. resp«:tiveJy. determined for the meas· 
ured values of y and y; 0 denotes the m-null vector; and X,. 
and Kp are diagonal malrices of feedback gains. Note that 
violations of neither constraints (e) nor, in the OS phase. 
constraints (b2) are included in (10). The latter is important 
since correcting violations of constraints (b2) could be in con· 
met with force control of the ground reactions. 
On the assumption that the actual and nominal states of 
biped motion are close enough. the feedback control scheme 
can be proposed as follows: 
Ar::: - Gp(K~¢·+K,.o·)+G'(K'AAo+XIO 1 A)",pl) , (II) 
Gp (t) _ tDjj') - lfJA"lC ·
1, (12) 
G,(t)==(D.AT ) . lfjCr. (13) 
where <,o,Y •• y .. t),¢°U'"I),andAAo ""),,0. - ~(t) ; y .. y., 
and Ab;o are the measured values; and K,and X'O are the diagonal 
matrices of force feedback gains. As shown by Ostermeyer 
(1990), the integrator term KfoIAA"d1 is of importance for stable 
realization of the force program constraints. In the SS phase 
the dimension of Gp(t) is k x nand Gf (t) vanishes, and in 
the OS phase the dimensions are I x nand m x n. respectively. 
The lime-variant matrices Gp and Gf are assumed to be pre· 
computed and stored. Thus, the feedback control of Eq. (II) 
reads symbolically as AT :: Ar(y" Y. , ),,0...1). 
A different strategy of feedback corrections have been used 
by Miura and Shimoyama (1984). At the end of each step, the 
feed forward inputs for the subsequent steps can be modified 
according to the feedback information. and so oyer several 
steps to ae:hieve a steady walking. The continuous control 
proposed in this paper seems to be preferable since disturbances 
can be more adequately accommodated . 
4 Senn·Link Bipedal Model 
An application of the proposed control concept is illustrated 
for the seven·link biped shown in Fig. I . The modelle:d walking 
paltern is demonstrated in Fig. 2. The biped starts from the 
slate of rest: both feet contact the ground but the whole weight 
is supported by the left (L) leg. The first slep starts with the 
right (R) leg . At the beginning of the first DS phase the biped 
achieves a steady walking cycle. 
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The "nying" biped has nine degrees of freedom. n ". 9, its 
position coordinates are)1 = (xu. )1u, Oltl, 011.2, Oltl, OLl, O~, 
Ou, OTI r, control inputs are r = (TRIt TU, rltl, ru, 1Ll. luI, 
and k - 6, m :: 3, and I '" 3. The dynamic equations in the 
form of Eq. ( I) are derived in the Appendix. 
The constraints (a) represent the trajectories of hip posit ion 
and trunk orientation . 
0 •• [ X"y~,;:~: ' )] - 0, (14) 
whereas constraints (b) and (e) are 
[
XH + Il sin6'1 + IlsinBa - .rA' ] 
4Ilu= YII- / ICOsS'l - 1r:;osSa - YA, =0, 
8,1- r /2 
(ll) 
where; = R or l, and x", and )1", are ankle coordinates. 
During the fi rst slep it yields XI/n(l) - all + bF + el l, and 
the coefficients a, b, and e are chosen so that XHn(O) = O. 
XHn(O) := 0, XII,,(O) '" O. XHn( To) - So, XHn( To) == vo, and 
XHft ( To) "" 0, where To and So are the period and the length 
of the first step. and Vo is the velocity of steady walking; then 
Xlln(t) .. So + Vo(1 - To' so that Sd - VoTd and s. = lIo T .. 
where Td and T, are the periods of 05 and 55 phases, re-
spectively. Note thaI S = Sd + S, must be assured. see Fig. 2. 
For constraints (b2) and (e), x .... are constant distances and 
y", '" 0, and for constraints (bl) they are set as appropria te 
trajectories x",n(t) and y",,,(1) so that .K"," = 0 and YA,n :::: 
o at the beginning and a t the end of 5S phase. which assures 
impaci avoidance . The trajectories Y",(/) are shown in Figs. 
4 and 5. The nine constraints (14) and (15) prescribe implicitly 
the biped position and the equations can be solved for )1,,(1). 
The nominal time-histories y,,(I ) and ji,, (/) can then be ob-
tained r«ursively from the dirrerenli ated forms of the con-
straint equations . 
For the case at hand the matrices C( and Dr are: 
C, = [~ 0 IICOSOItI lr:;osSru 0 0 0 0 ~l I Ils inOlt1 IlsinOru 0 0 0 0 (16) 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-/,cosOt.1 -/lsin°t.1 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 
- lzcosSu - llsinOu 0 I 0 0 0 0 0 
D, -
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 I 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Equations (16) and (17) are valid when constraints (C) are 
imposed on the R leg, Le., when the R leg is the standing one 
(OS + SS phase cycle). For the other case, i.e., when the L 
leg becomes the standingone(successive OS + SS phase cycle), 
columns 3-5 and 6-8 in Eqs . (16) and (17) should replace each 
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Table I Biped paramelen used for slmulalion 
Parilmeter j _ 1 j _ 2 j-3 
m, :5.] kg 2.25 kg 0.5 kg 
1, 0.08 kg mt 0.09 kg ml 0.006 kg ml 
I, 0.3 m 0.35 m 
c, 0.07 m 0. 145 m O.OS m 
m, t4.8 kg 
11' 0.9 k m1 
c, 0.2 m 
other, and R - l. Also, it is easy to find that, for the case 
of constraints (h2) imposed on the l leg, 
[
I 0 0 0 0 IlcosSu IzCosSu 0 0] 
C,, = 0 I 0 0 0 IJsinOu IzsinOu 0 0 , 
00000 0 0 10 
( 18) 
and for the other case, Eq. (18) has to be rearranged appro-
priately. 
The force program constraints are specified as 
X~(I) = (>'w'2)( I + cos(r,' l Td», (19) 
where the components of Xb • (Fbu.. Fbo1' MboJ T• i = R or l, 
are shown in Fig. 3; h"o denotes the values encountered at the 
beginning of OS phase; I' is the actual time of the current OS 
phase; and Td is the OS phase period. 
Using the nominal motion characteristics )1,,(1). Y"(/) , and 
j,,(t), the nominal control 1,,(1) can be synthesized from Eq. 
(9). whereas the reaction values o f constraims (e). ~n(t) := 
[F" •• F,,) , M(1JT. i = R or l, can be determined from Eq. (6). 
For the inertial and geometrical parameters of the biped as in 
Table I , and for the gait parameters: S .. 0.25 m, So := sJ ... 
0.15 m, Sd = 0.1 m, 1Io "" 0.5 mis, ho ::::: 0.55 m and h,. "" 
0.1 m, the simulation results are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. As 
demonstrated in the graph.s, the introduced program of motion 
assures the absence of impacts both in the ground reactions 
on the biped and in the control strategy. The simulation resu lts 
for a perturbed mOlion stabilized according to the proposed 
method are not reported in this paper. 
5 Discussion 
The paper cont ributes to the inverse dynamic technique for 
determining the control inputs of a system that has to produce 
desired system outputs. Here. a compaCi description was given 
for modelling of an impactiess bipedal walk and for synthes-
izing the required control law. The desired motion was (ully 
specified . In cont rary to the standard problems of this type, 
however I a system with a variable number of degrees of free· 
dom had to be modelled and analyzed, and mixed motion and 
force control was synt hesized. 
Commonly feedback control uses the measured deviations 
o1y := YJ - y~(1) and o1y '" Yt - Y"(I). and forces the system 
so that y(l) - y,,(I) . In the concept of this paper. ~ ·( ys, YJ' 
( 17) 
t). ¢ ' (Y .. I) and .6.)'" "" ).Ilf - ).",,(1} are the deviations for 
the feedback comrol result ing in ¢ .(y (I) , t) - Oand ).6(1) -
).&~(t). There are at least two reasons for doi ng so. Firstly, tht 
nominal motion and forces are controlled directly. as opposed 
10 the indirect control by trackingY~ (I) avai lable as solutions 
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Ag_ 4 ControL .t •• l .... y tor th. iTIOCMled ImpKtI ... wilking 
to the nominal mOL ion and constraints of the system. Note 
also Ihat dim(r) < dimly). Secondly. fo rcing Ihe syslem 50 
thaI y(t) - y~(t) might ~ in connie! wilh Ihe force cOnlrol. 
which manages ~(t) - Ab/o(t) and in principle allows some 
small violation of constraints (b2). Violation of these can· 
Slraints cannol be corrected by the motion control. 
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APPEND I X 
The motion Eqs. (I) fo r the biped shown in Fig. 1 can easi ly 
be obtain~d by a symbolic multibody system rormalism like 
NEWEUL (Kr~uzcr and Leist~r. 1991; Schi~hlcn, 1990); 
Mill! Mil" M"c 
M"'Jr''] r" M~/I. M .. 0 o 8" hR "", Brr. M~L 0 M" o 9L "'hL M~T 0 0 Mn 8T hr 
Tranaactlons of the ASME 
where Pu :::: Ixu. YU] T, 0, :::: IOI!' 8;2. Onl T (i :::: R or L). Aft er 
introducing 
""8, I(x usin8,, - YucosB,.,) + IJ.2,,8n(8n - 8'I)sin(812 - B"I) 
+ 1'1', 8 olC iJ a - iJ ,1)sin(BiJ - B,,) - KI', sin8,J 
m =2(m, + m! + rn, ) + rnr, 
", ,=m,c,+ (m2+ rn))/" 
IJ.! = m:Cl + m1i1, 
P-T= m rcr, 
....................... ,"', .. , ........ .... .... ,""" ................ " 
.................................. ... ............................ ....... 
the submatrices and subvecto rs M HH, M HR• MilL' MilT . M k k • 
MlL • hH' hR' h Lo and hT read as fo llows: 
/A ,8 ,1(x llsin8i1 - YHcos8,) + /A)11 8.I C 8 ,1 - 8,.,)sin(8/3 - 8,,) 
+ P-1 /26 ,l( 8 " - iJ ~sin(6/3 - 8/l) - gl'lsinB/J 
h,, = [ 
MU'I :::: diag(m,m). 
M _ [PlCOS8,. j.llCOsOn "'lCOsO,'1] 
H, - /A ,sinO" /A lsin8n p-,sinOn ' 
MTT:::: lhl , 
h T :::: IPr8dxu sin6r+ Yucos8r) + /A ,.gsin8r), 
where 1 .. 12 , 11, 1 r denote the moments o f inertia relat ive to 
the join!s, and j :::: R o r L, acco rdingly. The matrix B is 
o bta ined as 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 - 1 0 0 0 0 0 
B = 
0 0 0 - 1 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 - 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 - 1 0 
(p, 8:,s,"8" + /A l8hsin8;2 + /A 1 8~sin8tJ ) ] 
, - R.L 
, ' . , 
f./A , 8"cos8,) + /A18 Qcos8a + IJ. )8"COsOl) - mg 
, . R.l 
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